Abstract-Combinatorial Interaction Testing (CIT) is a cost effective testing technique that aims to detect interaction faults generated as a result of interaction between components or parameters in a software system. CIT requires the generation of effective test sets that cover all possible t-way (t denotes the strength of testing) interactions between parameters. Covering array (CA) and mixed covering array (MCA) are often used to represent test sets. This paper presents a hybrid algorithm that integrates artificial bee colony algorithm (ABC) and harmony search algorithm (HS) to construct CAs for testing all 2-way interactions (pair-wise testing) in software systems. The performance of the proposed hybrid algorithm ABCHS-CAG is compared and analyzed by performing experiments on a set of benchmark problems on pair-wise testing. The results show that ABCHS-CAG generates smaller CAs than its greedy counterparts whereas its performance is comparable to the existing state-of-the-art meta-heuristic algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Interaction among parameters in software systems with multiple configurable parameters or among components in component based systems often lead to interaction faults. To uncover these faults, it is important to test all possible interactions between them. Real world software applications generally have large number of configurable parameters and exhaustively testing all possible interactions is impractical due to time and resource constraints. For instance, consider a system having 6 parameters and each parameter has 4 possible values. This will require a total of 4 6 = 4096 test cases to test the system exhaustively which further increases exponentially with the increase in number of parameters.
However, it has been shown that in a system, majority of the faults are caused due to the interaction of comparatively small number of parameter interactions, usually ranging from 2 to 6. This is the essence of combinatorial interaction testing (CIT) which test the system by generating test cases to cover all t-way interactions (t denotes the strength of testing) between parameters instead of testing all possible interactions [1] . For instance, the number of test cases to test all 2-way and 3-way interactions for the aforementioned system is 19 and 64 respectively which is quite small in comparison to the number of test cases required for exhaustive testing. It is therefore feasible to generate a set of test cases that provides coverage of all t-way interactions instead of all possible interactions. It has also been shown in past by researchers [2, 3] that more than 70% of the failures are generated by 2-way interactions.
For efficient testing it is required to generate a minimal number of test cases that achieve 100% coverage criteria which in our case is the strength (t) of testing. A set of test cases are usually represented by combinatorial structure namely covering array (CA). One of the major problems in the field of CIT is the generation of minimal CA popularly known as CAG (Covering Array Generation) problem [4] . CAG is an NP-complete problem [5] . Many algorithms/tools exist in literature to solve CAG problem. These algorithms/tools falls in three categories: algebraic methods, greedy techniques and meta-heuristic algorithms.
Although greedy algorithms are more popular in the software testing community, meta-heuristic algorithms are more effective as compared to algebraic approaches and greedy algorithms [6] . Moreover, this approach is more flexible as compared to algebraic approaches which require that each component must possess same number of values. The term meta-heuristic describes heuristic methods that can be applied to a wide range of optimization problems [7] . They provide a robust and efficient way to solve complex real world problems. Many meta-heuristic algorithms such as genetic algorithm (GA), artificial bee colony algorithm (ABC), particle swarm optimization (PSO), simulated annealing (SA), and harmony search (HS) have been used successfully by researchers to solve various optimization problems. Recently, an increasing interest of researchers has been observed in hybridizing various meta-heuristic algorithms. The main motivation behind such amalgamation is to obtain an algorithm that combines and exploits the advantages of the individual strategies and covers up the weaknesses of each other.
In this paper we propose a hybrid algorithm ABCHS-CAG (Artificial bee colony harmony search -covering array generation) that combines ABC and HS to solve CAG problem for pair-wise testing of software systems. It is organized as follows. In Section II and Section III, we briefly explain ABC and HS algorithms respectively. Section IV gives a brief overview of combinatorial structures. Section V discusses the existing literature on CAG. Section VI describes the proposed ABCHS-CAG algorithm. Section VII describes the implementation of ABCHS-CAG and presents the result of experiments conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Section VIII concludes the paper with a discussion on the future plans.
II. ARTIFICIAL BEE COLONY ALGORITHM
ABC [8] is a swarm-based algorithm inspired by the intelligent foraging behavior of honey bee swarm. In ABC algorithm, artificial bee colony is divided into three groups: employed bees, onlooker bees and scouts, and the position of each food source represents a possible solution to the given optimization problem. The nectar amount of the food source is the measure of its quality (fitness). In ABC, exploitation is done by means of employed bees and onlooker bees which are equal to the number of food sources (solutions) and exploration is done by scouts. ABC algorithm starts by generating a random initial population of possible solutions to the given optimization problem and each employed bee tries to produce a new solution by updating the selected solution x i using (1). and SN is the number of food sources in the population. Although k is determined randomly, it has to be different from i.  ij is a random number between [−1, 1].
After modification each employed bee applies a greedy selection between the old solution and the newly generated solution and selects the one which has higher fitness (nectar amount of the food source). Once the search process of employed bees is completed, they share the position and nectar information of the food sources with the onlooker bees. A probability is assigned to each solution x i | 1 ≤ i ≤ SN which is calculated using (2) .
An onlooker bee selects a food source based on the probability assigned to them and performs modification on the selected food source using (1) to generate a candidate food source. A greedy selection is again applied by the onlooker bee as done in case of employed bees. Exploration is done by means of a scout which looks out for solutions which have not been improved by employed bee or onlooker bee through a predefined number of cycles called limit and replaces it with a randomly generated solution. For further explanation of ABC algorithm, readers can refer Karaboga [8] .
III. HARMONY SEARCH ALGORITHM
HSA [9] is a meta-heuristic algorithm inspired from the musical performance process that involves searching for a better state of harmony by a musician. In HSA, a musical instrument or note in improvisation corresponds to decision variables in optimization, the range of pitch corresponds to the range of value of the decision variable and a harmony corresponds to a solution vector. HSA starts by randomly generating and storing an initial population of HMS harmony vectors (solution vectors) in the harmony memory (HM), where HMS is the size of HM. During the improvisation process, each musician improvises its notes using one of the three rules 1) by playing a note in his memory, 2) by playing a variation of note in his memory, or 3) by playing a randomly generated note. Whether a new harmony is generated by experience, variation of experience or randomness will depend upon harmony memory consideration rate (HMCR) and pitch adjustment rate (PAR 
Where, r 3 is a random number between [0, 1] BW is the distance bandwidth The above procedure is used to generate all x new i | i ϵ {1, 2, …, k}. Finally, HM is updated by replacing the worst harmony by the newly generated harmony if it is better than the former. The above process is repeated until a solution is found or maximum number of generations is reached.
IV. COMBINATORIAL STRUCTURES
Off late, combinatorial structures have widely been used in software testing for generating test sets. Covering arrays (CAs) are widely used notation to represent test sets. A covering array CA (N; t, k, v) [10] is a N × k array and is used to represent a set of test cases to test all t-way interactions between k parameters (each having v possible values) of the system under test. Each row of a CA corresponds to a test case. One important property of CA is that every t-tuple needs to be covered by at least one of the test case in the CA. An important constraint on CA is that each parameter must have same number of values which is not the case with most of the real world systems. In such cases mixed covering arrays (MCAs) are used.
A mixed covering array MCA (N; t, k, (v 1 v 2 …v k )) [6] is an N × k array and is used to represent a set of test cases to test all t-way interactions between k parameters of the system under test. To illustrate an instance of MCA, consider a web application where the user has different choices of browser, operating system (OS), internet protocols, CPU and DBMS as shown in Table 1 . The application must run on any configuration of browser, OS, internet protocol, CPU and DBMS. To check that the application runs on all possible configurations, a total of 2 × 3 × 2 × 2 × 3 = 72 test cases are required. As exhaustive testing becomes infeasible for large number of configurable parameters, combinatorial testing is performed that enables the tester to test the system with relatively less number of test cases. Instances of MCAs generated to test all 2-way and 3-way interactions for the system in Table 1 Mathematicians use algebraic methods to generate CAs. These methods are extremely fast; however they are mostly designed to generate CAs only. Greedy algorithms use two approaches to construct CA: test based generation and parameter based generation. In test based generation, CA is constructed by generating one test at a time until all the uncovered combinations are covered. Parameter based generation starts by constructing a small CA for the first t parameters initially and then extends it by taking one more parameter in the next iteration. Extension is done in both horizontal as well as vertical direction.
Recently, meta-heuristic techniques have also been used to solve CAG problem. Meta-heuristic search techniques start from a pre-existing CA or a population of CA and apply a series of transformations on them until a CA is found that covers all the uncovered combinations. A summary of various algebraic, greedy and metaheuristic algorithms /tools to generate CA for CIT is shown in Table 2 . 
VI. THE PROPOSED HYBRID ABC AND HS ALGORITHM (ABCHS-CAG)
Every stochastic search algorithm is characterized by a trade-off between two mechanisms, namely exploration and exploitation. To find an optimal solution it is essential to maintain a good balance between these two otherwise, the optimization method either suffers from premature convergence to a suboptimal solution or slow convergence. ABC is very good at exploration but poor in exploitation as employed bees and onlooker bees only modify a small part of the solution instead of taking the global best, which may lead to the trapping of ABC in local minima.
In HSA, exploration or diversification is controlled by randomization and pitch adjustment (PA). As discussed in Section III, in HSA randomization generates a new harmony randomly (global search) whereas PA corresponds to the generation of a slightly different harmony (solution). PA is done by adjusting the pitch in the given BW by a small random amount with respect to the existing pitch (solution) from the HM [9] . Although PA is a diversification factor but the subtlety of this is that it acts as an intensification factor because it makes sure that the newly generated solutions are of good quality, at the same time not far from the existing solution.
So PA is a controlled diversification (local search). In HM, exploitation or intensification is represented by HMCR which ensures that good harmonies (solutions) from the HM are transferred to the next generation which as discussed above will further be enhanced by the controlled PA. Therefore, intensification in HSA can be controlled by adjusting the HMCR.
To enhance the exploitation capability of ABC, we present a hybrid algorithm ABCHS-CAG that combines ABC algorithm and HSA to generate CA for pair-wise testing. The main motive behind the hybridization of ABC and HS algorithm is to incorporate the intensification capability of HS in ABC thereby enhancing the performance of ABC algorithm. In ABCHS-CAG, the exploitation ability of employed bees is enhanced by utilizing the memory consideration and pitch adjustment mechanism of HS algorithm. The various steps of ABCHS-CAG are:
Step 1: Generation of initial population
The first step of ABCHS-CAG is the generation of initial population of SN covering arrays CA i = {CA 1 , CA 2 ,…, CA SN } of size N × k. Each CA corresponds to a food source. Initially N is unknown at the start of the search process, so we can use either of the two methods suggested by Stardom [37] . The first one is to set a loose lower bound (LB) and upper bound (UB) on the size of a CA and then apply binary search repeatedly until a solution is found. In case the size of N is known in advance i.e. the best bound achieved in the existing literature, we can start with the known size and try to optimize it further. ABCHS-CAG uses the first method where it starts with a population of large random CAs of size N × k, where N = (LB + UB)/2 and apply binary search repeatedly until an optimal CA is found. In case the size is known in advance, ABCHS-CAG uses the second method. After population initialization, fitness of each CA is calculated which is the measure of its quality. The fitness of CA is calculated by counting the total number of distinct 2-way interactions covered by it as shown in (5):
An example to illustrate how population of CA is created and how their fitness is calculated is shown in Fig.  2 . Here, we have taken a system that has 4 configurable parameters P1, P2, P3 and P4 with P1 and P4 having 2 values and, P2 and P3 having 3 values each. The values taken by each parameter are mapped to set X = {0, 1, 2...}. Let us assume that the CA size N is known in advance and is 7 in our case. To find an optimal CA for testing all 2-way interactions of parameters, ABCHS-CAG starts by generating an initial population of CAs represented by CA i = {CA 1 , CA 2, …, CA SN } of size 7 × 4 and calculates the fitness of each CA. In Fig. 2 , all the 2-way interactions covered by each test case of the first covering array CA 1 in the initial population are shown. It is clear from Fig. 2 , that CA 1 covers 29 distinct 2-way interactions out of 37 distinct 2-way interactions present in the system. So the fitness of CA 1 is 29. Similarly the fitness of each CA in the initial population is calculated by ABCHS-CAG. After generation of initial population of CAs, they are subjected to repeated cycles of the search process of employed bees, onlooker bees and scout bees in an attempt to generate a CA that maximizes the objective function f | f : CA i → I+, where, I+ is a set of positive integer and f (CA i ) is calculated as:
ABCHS-CAG tries to find a covering array CA max , such that Step 2: Initialization of HSA parameters During this step, the value of HSA parameters i.e., HMCR and PAR is set. The typical value of HMCR varies from 0 to 1. A low value of HMCR will result in selection of only best harmonies from the HM which ultimately results in slower convergence. A high value of HMCR will use most of the harmonies from HM thereby leaving other harmonies unexplored leading to poor solutions. The value of PAR also varies from 0 to 1. A low PAR along with a narrow BW will result in slow convergence whereas; a high PAR along with a wide bandwidth may cause the solution to scatter around some potential optima. Therefore, the values of HMCR and PAR need to be selected carefully.
Step 3: Employed bee phase 
Where, CA m is a randomly selected neighbor of CA i , Ø iqj is a random number between [-1, 1] For calculation purpose, the values in the domain of each parameter are mapped to an integer number in the range [0, v j ), where v j is the number of possible values of parameter "j" It is quite possible that a non-integral value may get generated as a result of calculation performed using (8) . In such a situation, when a non-integer value is generated for a parameter, it gets rounded to the nearest integer number. After rounding off the value, if it doesn"t fall in the range [0, v j ), then a value is selected randomly from the input domain of the respective parameter and it replaces the existing value of the selected parameter. In case CA iqj new is generated using (8), a random number r2 is generated in the range [0, 1] and the value of PAR is examined. The value of PAR indicates the chances of moving to the left or to the right neighbors of CA iqj new . The movement towards the neighbors as shown in (9) Step 4: Onlooker bee phase
After the employed bees phase, the fitness of each CA in the search space is calculated and a probability of selection is assigned to each of them using (2) . An onlooker bee in ABCHS-CAG selects a CA on the basis of probability assigned to them. This is done by generating a random number in the range [0, 1] and selecting a CA based on the interval in which the random number falls. Unlike the traditional ABC, ABCHS-CAG takes advantage of the global best CA denoted by CA best in the population (based on gbest-guided ABC (GABC) [38] )to guide the search of candidate solution and modifies the selected CA. Like employed bee, onlooker bee selects the worst test case (dimension) of the selected CA and replaces it with a test case that is generated by using the information of the global best CA i.e., CA best and a randomly selected neighboring CA i.e., CA m using (10  is a uniform random number in the range [0, C], C is a non-negative constant.
Step 5: Scout bee phase ABC"s exploration strategy is effectuated by scout bees by replacing a food source abandoned by an employed bee, with a randomly generated food source. To further improve ABC algorithm"s exploration capability, we use a greedy approach to select a CA instead of the primitive approach followed by ABC. In ABC, the food sources that cannot be improved through a predetermined threshold called the limit are abandoned. The aforementioned abandoned food sources are there upon replaced by randomly created new food sources by artificial scout. In ABCHS-CAG, scout replaces the worst CA (least fitness) in the population by a new CA. ABCHS-CAG necessitates setting the frequency of scout operation with discretion: a very high value of frequency will proliferate diversity of the population and avoid getting stuck in local minima but concurrently makes it difficult to converge to a good solution; whereas, a lower value of frequency will result in early convergence leading to sub optimal solution. Hence, it is required to set the frequency of scout denoted by fscout to an optimal value. ABHSC-CAG replaces the worst CA by a randomly generated CA after every fscout generations.
Step 6: Stopping/Exit Criteria
Step 3-step 5 are repeated until a solution is found i.e., a CA is found that covers 100% 2-way interactions or maximum number of iterations is reached. Now there are two cases: 
VII. EVALUATION
This section presents the result of experiments performed to evaluate the performance of ABCHS-CAG with respect to the existing algorithms to construct CA for pair-wise testing. We have implemented ABCHS-CAG in Java and three sets of experiments are conducted to make comparison on the basis of CA size and CA generation time. For the first experiment, smart phone application (SPA) benchmark problem [39] is considered. In the second experiment, we have taken a utility in a software application. For the third experiment, some benchmarks problems are carefully selected from the existing literature [6, 24, 25] on pair-wise testing for comparison. CA size is absolute and is independent on the execution environment whereas, CA generation time depends upon the execution environment. Therefore, CA generation time is reported only for publicly available tools.
Experiments were conducted by executing the benchmark problems on these publicly available tools under Windows with INTEL Pentium Dual Core 1.73 GHZ processor and 1 GB memory. As discussed in Section VI, the values of various parameters such as HMCR, PAR, fscout and NI (number of iterations) need to be set before performing the experiments. We performed extensive study with various combinations of HMCR and PAR and reached to a conclusion that HMCR= 0.7 and PAR =0.4 work best in our case. We have set fscout = 5 which means that the scout will replace the worst CA after every fifth iteration which enables us to reach to an optimal solution within reasonable time. We performed experiments with varying number of iterations. NI < 2000 will make the algorithm terminate early for most of the benchmark problems preventing it to converge to a good solution whereas NI > 5000 will not make any significant difference in the quality of final solution. Hence NI is set as 5000. As meta-heuristic techniques/tools generates nondeterministic results, we ran each benchmark problem ABCHS-CAG, ABC-CAG, CASA and PWiseGen-PM 30 times and reported the average and best result obtained in each case. However, we have reported the CA generation time for the best cases only.
A. Benchmark 1:Smart phone Application example (SPA)
The wide spread and growing popularity of smart phones have led to the development of tens of thousands of smart phone applications or "apps" annually [39] . Android is one of the platforms for smart phone apps. The behavior of a smart phone can be controlled by setting many configuration options that are available in the android unit, which in turn plays an important role while executing an app on a variety of hardware and software platforms. Table 3 shows the various android configuration options.
To ensure that a particular app works across all possible configurations, a total of 3 × 3 × 4 × 3 × 5 × 4 × 4 × 5 × 4 = 172,800 test cases will be required which is infeasible. Using combinatorial testing, tester can generate a test set to test all t-way interactions between configurations thereby reducing the testing time and effort required by exhaustive testing.
Here, we generate a MCA to test all 2-way interactions between configurations. SPA can easily be represented by an MCA instance MCA (N; t, 9, 3 ). The size and the generation time (in seconds) of MCAs generated by the existing state-of-the-art tools/algorithms for 2-way testing of SPA are shown in Table 4 . Fig. 4 that there are 6 attributes whose values a user can set while using this feature of MS-Word. For example, the user can check or uncheck "show page number" attribute. Similarly, for the "tab leader" attribute a user can select from four possible values which we represent by 0, 1, 2 and 3. Here, each attribute that a user can set is considered as an input parameter and each of them has different possible values. Table 6 .
C. Benchmark 3
Here, we have taken some benchmark problems selected carefully from the existing literature [6, 24, 25] on pair-wise testing. Comparison of CA sizes generated by ABCHS-CAG with the existing algorithms for pairwise testing is done by executing the benchmark problems if the tool is publicly available otherwise they are compared based on the results reported in past. Table  7 and Table 8 shows the size and generation time of CA generated by the existing algorithms for the selected benchmark problems. "-" in Table 7 indicates that the result is unavailable. It is evident from Table 4, 6, 7 and 8 that ABCHS-CAG takes more time to generate CAs as compared to their greedy and meta-heuristic counterparts however, it generates smaller CAs as compared to their greedy counterparts whereas the results are better or comparable to the existing meta-heuristic techniques. Table   Formats From template, Classic, Distinctive, Centered, Simple, Formal In this paper, we have proposed a hybrid algorithm ABCHS-CAG, where the exploitation capability of ABC is improved by improvising the solutions using the three rules of HS: memory consideration rule, pitch adjustment rule and random selection. The performance of ABCHS-CAG compared and analyzed with respect to the existing literature on pair-wise testing. The experiments conducted on a set of benchmark problems show that the proposed strategy generates smaller or comparable CA as compared to its greedy and meta-heuristic counterparts.
In future, we plan to incorporate constraint handling features in ABCHS-CAG.
